
 

Little Ducks Childcare Birkdale 
 

September/October 2017 Newsletter 

Here we are in the final third of the year! I almost want to ask where the time has 
gone, but I already know. It has been spent with some amazing children and their 
families, learning and developing new skills and interests, 
and you know what they say? Time flies when you're having 
fun!  
I am so excited to share with you all the birth or Miss Tara’s 
baby, Scarlett! She arrived safely on 16th August, weighing 
a tiny 2.08kgs! She’s just beautiful!  
Over the past couple of months, we have been focusing on Quality Area 4:  
Staffing arrangements, and Quality Area 7: Leadership and service management. 
Thank you to the families who have provided valuable feedback in these areas for 
our QIP. We have begun to implement some great changes through your  
collaboration! One thing we have identified and have made a goal as a centre is 
strengthening our bond and relationship with communities. We have begun  
starting our mornings with an acknowledgement of land across all age groups and 
have begun to network with local community services. We will continue to unpack 
the elements in these areas throughout September, before moving on to Quality 
Area 5: Relationships with Children, and Quality Area 3: Physical environment. 

Make sure you keep up to date with our Friday catch-up emails to see 
how you can leave feedback and what we are working on! 
As we quickly approach the end of the year, we will begin placing  
families for 2018. Keep an eye out over the next month for re-enrolment 
information and our Kindergarten information session for our 2018  
eligible families. Now is the time to tell your friends about enrolment  
opportunities!  

If you ever have any feedback, feel free to call by my office for a 
yarn at anytime. You can also call or email any questions or feed-
back on the details below.  

 

435 Old Cleveland Rd East 
Birkdale  QLD  4159 
Phone (07) 3822 5933 

 

 

birdale@littleducks.com.au 
www.littleducks.com.au 

A note from your Centre Manager 
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   Have you made any of our recipes? Send in your photos 
and we will include them in the next newsletter! 

 
Recipe of the Month! 

 

 

Chocolate 
chia seed 
and berry 
pudding 

 
INGREDIENTS  

2 1/2 cups coconut milk  
1/4 cup Dutch processed cocoa powder  

1/4 cup rice malt syrup  
1/2 cup chia seeds  

2 cups mixed frozen berries  
METHOD 

 Step 1 Place coconut milk in a large mixing bowl, sieve over co-
conut powder and stir well to combine. Add rice malt syrup, stir 
well to combine, then add chia seeds and stir well for about 5 

minutes until pudding begins to thicken as the chia seeds enlarge.  
Step 2 Divide mixture between serving glasses or jars, cover in 

cling wrap. Place in fridge for 4 hours or overnight.  
Step 3 Place frozen berries in a saucepan with ¼ cup of water 
and place on low heat, swirling pan occasionally until berries are 

just defrosted. Set aside until ready to serve.  
Step 4 To serve, top puddings with berries and juice.  



 

Centre Events! 
(Let us know if you would like to help out or be involved) 

Birthdays! 

 

...October… 
Gemma 

Harper S 
Eli 

Olivia B 
Oliver 
Angus 
Ariyah 
Taylor 

Abigail T 
Miss Debbie 
Miss Cassie 
Miss Holly 

 

...September... 
Charlotte H 
Hudson D 

Enuki 
Annabelle 

Brodie 
Nathan 

Abigail J 
Emily 

Max U 
Eve 

Olivia N 
Chloe 

Thomas  
Miss Amanda 

 
 
 

...September... 
Friday 1st - Father’s Day Afternoon Tea 

Come along for a special Afternoon Tea 

to celebrate our dads. Starting 3:30pm. 

Sunday 3th - Father’s Day 

Sunday 3rd - Australian National Flag Day 

Celebrate on Monday 4th with the red 

white and blue flag that makes us all 

proud Australians. 

Monday 4th - Drum Beats Australia Show 

– 10am.Join us from 10am for a Drum-

ming show! 

Wednesday 6th – National ECE day 

Celebrating the important role early 

childhood educators play in educating 

and caring for tomorrow's leaders. 

Thursday 7th—Outdoor classroom day! 

Thursday 21st – International Day of 

Peace A day devoted to strengthening 

the ideals of peace, both within and 

among all nations and people. 

TBA—Kindergarten Parent info evening 

...October... 
Sunday 1st – China’s National Day 

Leading up to this day we’ll learn about 

China and what makes their country 

special. 

Monday 2nd – Queens Birthday 

PUBLIC HOLIDAY 

Monday 16th – World Food Day 

A day of action against hunger. Bring 

along a non-perishable item of food for 

us to donate to the needy. 

Friday 20st –  Loud Shirt Day 

It’s an excuse to wear your brightest 

clothes (love ‘em, hate ‘em, whatever) 

and raise money to help give the gift of 

sound and speech to deaf children. 

Gold Coin Donation. 

Sunday 15th – Saturday 21st - National 

Nutrition Week 

Let’s learn to eat right and 

eat for our health. 

 



 

Junior Nursery Natter! 
This year is flying by and our little people are developing so many 
new skills. 
A big welcome to Abigail, Keegan, Billie, Mia M, Maddison and Arch-
er who all started over the last few weeks we are looking forward to 
building relationships with the children and their families. 
Our babies are coming along in leaps and bounds with Rocco, 
Theo, Piper, Jai and Harvey walking and taking lots of steps still 
building up their confidence and negotiating around the outdoor 
environment . Billie is now sitting up and trying more foods.  
We spent time in July with dental week learning how to brush our 
teeth and all about healthy foods and drinking lots of water. We also 
spent time talking about our food we were eating the colours and 
names of the fruits and encouraging to have a drink of water after 
meals to keep our teeth healthy. Self-help and self-feeding skills 
have also been our focus this month as the babies are becoming 
more independent as they get older.  
Book Week was lots of fun we all dressed up in our favourite book 
characters and we shared lots of stories from home on the mat. Our 
theme was Escape to Everywhere, so all week we explored different 
stories. Our theme story was The Hungry Caterpillar, as we have 
been learning talking about healthy foods so we felt it tied in with our 
program. The children escaped to the garden and from this we creat-
ed butterflies and explored the large caterpillar with food disks. We 
also extended on the story with pictures on the exploration wall. 
Thank you to the families that found time to dress up their babies we 
had a cat from the story “Captain’s Treasure” and a Peter Rabbit! 
We have been receiving the templates back from our new family 
tree, and the display is coming together so if you haven’t received 
one yet, feel free to take your blank one from the wall or if you are 
having trouble printing photos you can email them for us to finish off 
for you. This display is great to encourage language skills with our 
babies and to bring a little of the home into the care environment. 
The children love pointing out their families and carry around the dis-
plays when they are feeling unsettled.  
Miss Julie is back from her month off with her family now and I just 
wanted to take a moment to say thankyou to Miss Bree and Miss 
Zarif for filling in while she was away. You did a great job! 

If you have any queries of questions feel free 
to talk to myself or Miss Julie if we are una-
vailable talk to Cassie and she will pass 
any messages on.  
Until next time, Miss Andrea and Miss Julie. 



 

Senior Nursery News! 
What a busy couple of months the Senior nursery children have been having! There has 
been so much learning and developing has occurred!! We welcomed Dylan and Hadi to the 
room, they have transitioned up from the Junior Nursery room, they have settled in very well 
to the room!! 
The start of July saw the room celebrate NAIDOC Week, it is held in the 
first full week of July. It is a time to celebrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait 
Islander history, culture and achievements and is an opportunity to recog-
nise the contributions that Indigenous Australians make to our country and 
our society. The children all did a dot painting that has been turned into a 
big rainbow serpent! The children also enjoyed looking at and reading 
some dreamtime stories and even dancing to some dreamtime music.  
The new friends to the room showed a big interest in the home corner 
which led us onto learning about healthy eating! As the children have engaged with the pre-
tend food items, we have discussed the names of the food and whether they are healthy or 
not. We continued on with the healthy discussions and we aimed to start growing some of our 
own veggies.  
 We continued on with the healthy eating by giving the children various experiences to extend 
on their learning including painting onto a template of a dinner plate and asking them to paint 
some food onto the plate. They used green, yellow and orange paint to create with. As they 
painted with these colours we discussed some of the foods they could be creating, carrots, 

oranges, peas, beans and broccoli. After all this healthy eating 
learning, the children were ready to start on the milk bottle gardens, 
over the course of a week, the gardens were created, plants were 
sown and the gardens watered and cared off. After a few weeks, 
we now have some seedlings that have sprouted from the seeds, 
snow peas, chives wheatgrass and parsley, check them out on the 
fence line!! The healthy eating theme tied in with Dental Health 
Week! Over the week the senior nursery children engaged in nu-

merous activities to do with dental health including watching and 
learning the words to the ‘brush your teeth’ song, painting with a 
toothbrush onto a tooth, roleplaying brushing teeth with pictures 
and also having the tooth fairy show visit. The tooth fairy touched 
on healthy eating as well as how to brush your teeth properly, the 
children especially enjoyed the songs she sang.  
From the 21.08-25.08.17, the centre celebrated Book Week!! One 
of the Senior Nursery’s favourite stories is ‘where is the green 
sheep?’ Debbie and I decided to read this book all week long and engage the children in 
learning experiences to extend on their interest in this wonderful story. Emma made a sheep 
costume for the children to wear, as the story was read during the week, the children had the 
chance to wear the costume and roleplay being the sheep in the story. The children also 
used green playdough to create some green sheep, the children did such a great job of roll-
ing the dough into balls to create the body and head!! To finish off the week the children used 
lots of different green collage materials to create a big group ‘green sheep’!! The children 
worked well together to stick the collage items on the cardboard and create a great art piece!!  

Some great centre events are coming up, so please check your weekly 
emails for details. We will be starting the father’s 
day presents soon for father’s day. Other events 
include: The drum beats show, national ECE day, 
world food day, Loud shirt day and very importantly 
children’s week.  
From Emma, Debbie and the Senior Nursery! 



 

Toddler Tales! 

Wow! I am so proud of how well our toddlers are doing so far with 
counting! 
Children begin to develop numeracy skills from a very young age, which 
can then give them a head start when they start learning math at 
school, we have been incorporating counting skills into our everyday 
routine and experiences. To help us with our ability to count verbally 
we have been counting whilst building with blocks, we have been 
counting our steps through out the obstacle course, we love to count 
our fingers and toes and we like to practice counting objects from 
around our room together. We are currently making some numbered 
stepping stones for our room, and we have a few more experiences 
planned for counting in the coming weeks. 
We have been exploring messy play in the last couple of weeks as we 
found quite a few of our toddlers didn't like getting messy so much 
when we were playing with our dump trucks and diggers in the mud for 
our transport project. We had a ball cooking mud pies in our mud 
kitchen together, to extend from this we explored goop, goop is such a 
fabulous sensory experience, it is an interesting mixture with a unique 
texture to explore, our toddlers enjoyed watching the goop turn form a 
solid back to liquid form right before their eyes!  
With the warmer weather approaching i think it will be fun to continue 
with messy play outside in the yard. 
Jumping! Our toddlers have turned into little jumping beans! They ab-
solutely love the fact that they can now jump and land with both feet 
together! A couple of weeks back our toddlers were practicing their 
jumping skills outside and inside and most of them would jump with 
one foot first but now after all their practicing they are jumping with 
both feet together and landing on both feet! (except when they are 
playing batman and landing on their tummies on the pillows! haha. ) 
We have definitely enjoyed watching your children grow and learn in 
the first half of this year! Hasn't their language come along in leaps and 
bounds! 
The coming months will see our toddlers prepare for Father’s Day, con-

tinue with our counting and colour recognition, we will be partici-
pating in an Outdoor Classroom Day, and we 
will be welcoming the warmer weather with 
anticipation for outside messy play! YAY! 
Here’s to the second half of the year!  
xx Amanda & Holly. 



 

Junior Kindy Jabber! 
 Welcome to this month’s newsletter! 

We would like to congratulate Miss Tara on her arrival of her baby girl 
Scarlett weighing 2.08kg!! 
I hope we have all met Miss Kerri that has taken 
over for Miss Tara. She is doing a fabulous job with 
the children and the children absolutely love her! 
This month we have been concentrating on shapes 

and learning the names of the shapes. We started off with the 
basic shapes like star, triangle, square, rectangle and circle 
along with oval. We have been doing various activities to learn 
our shapes!  
We have been doing activities like fishing for shape fishes, flash 
cards, Velcro shapes, tracing activities to practise our drawing 
of shapes. We watched a YouTube show for learning how to 
draw the shapes along with how to say the shape name, fish 
bowl game for our shapes, and many more shape activities!  
We also re-visited the alphabet again, by practicing how to 
write the letters along with what goes with the letters. Example 
A=apple, B=Ball.  
We have been gardening along with planting our own pumpkin 
seeds, herbs and doing flower planting with Miss Kerri. We have 

been learning what we need for the plants 
and seeds to grow. The children knew we 
needed sun, water and patience for the plants 
to grow. The children also told us we must put 
our hands behind our back and look, don’t 
touch as they won’t grow! 
We created a veggie soup to fight off the nas-
ty winter flu with Miss Kerri. The children got 
to help place the ingredients into the bowl. It 
took a little while to cook, but once It was 
done it was amazing! 
We say goodbye to Miss Shannon! 28.8.17 (Monday) as it is her 

last day at work as she ventures off over to America for a month! 

She will be returning in October! Miss Kerri will still be in the room 

working with Miss Tahlia! All the children know and love her! They 

have so many great things planned, they cant wait to start some 

new projects! Keep an eye out on the whiteboard in the room to 

see what they are getting up to and learning all about. 

We will see you again in November! 

Miss Shannon and Miss Kerri 



 

Kindergarten Kapers! 
As always, the kindergarten children have been busy little bees. Over the 
last few months we have celebrated NAIDOC week, had a visit from the 
tooth fairy, dressed up for book week and engaged the children in exciting 
literacy based activities, explored scientific concepts during science week 
and began our school visits on Tuesdays. As you can see this has helped to 
provide the children with a well-rounded educational experience as many 
follow up activities from these events have followed, allowing the children to 
explore new learnings, concepts and ideas.   
During science week, this was a time to spark interest in investigation and 
exploring how things work as well as discovering why? Things happen 
around us. The science week brought many fantastic experiences both in-
doors and outdoors for us. The children enjoyed observing how a balloon 
filled with some bicarb soda inflated and deflated on a vinegar filled bottle. 
We watched how the balloon popped up and down. We also created a plas-
tic bottle boat and watched how fast it sped in a water trough. The boat even 
had some bicarb soda and vinegar inside it, which made a very interesting 
reaction, blowing steam out through a straw. Through the science experi-
ences the children learnt new words and could discover causing and effect 
reactions. Following on from the bicarb balloon experiences we made a 
rocket, after first discussing what things go up as our focus letter of the week 
was U. This experiment was done using two chairs and sticking a piece of 
string to both chairs. A balloon was inflated but not tied up and then at-
tached to the string. The balloon was let go of and was sent flying from one 
end of the string to the other. We also spent time looking at a science book, 
discovering what category of science this fell under and what was happen-
ing and why. 
The tooth fairy visit helped us to learn all about dental health and hygiene 
and why it is important to look after our teeth. The children learnt about how 
eating healthy food is good for us teeth like fruits and vegetables. The tooth 
fairy talked to the children about the importance of brushing teeth every 
morning and night before bed. This very important message was delivered 
to the children though a fun book and chat from the tooth fairy. This mes-
sage was redistilled through many more activities throughout the week in-
cluding a fun little game that Miss Tahlia created where the children had to 
match their names to the bottom half of their face showing off their teeth.  
Book week was a huge success as the children showed enthusiasm and 
excitement for dressing up and role playing the various characters from their 
favourite books. The excitement continued to grow and build over the week, 
beyond dress up day as we delved more into the book ‘Jack and the Bean-
stalk’, our chosen focus story for the week. As you will see on our wall dis-
play we have created a big bean stalk, adding the children’s photos climbing up the stalk. Adding to 
this, the children were encouraged to draw their own pictures from the story, using their own interpre-
tations and imagination. Following on from here we encouraged the children to practice their writing 
skills by writing some key words from the story. Isobel. H was super keen to do this activity and 
showed off her great writing ability. McKenzie and Sophie also enjoyed exploring letters on their own. 
Outside with Miss Csilla the children explored mathematic concepts by making the giants footprint and 
measuring it against their own. While outside we had a very rainy morning with some loud thunder. 
This excited the children so we all went out onto the verandah and watched the rain. While we were 
out there we decided that the thunder was the giant stomping around in the sky in his castle and it was 
him that was making the thunder happen. We also looked at different versions of Jack and the Bean-
stalk on the smartboard and talked about the differences between the versions of the stories.  

On Tuesdays, the children have been visiting Birkdale South State School in 
preparation for starting their schooling journey next year. This has been very 
exciting as they learn the teacher’s names as many will be attending this 
school next year as well as what school life will mean.  
NAIDOC week was celebrated back in July. This was a week were the  



 

Kindergarten Kapers cont. 
children could further learn about the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 
culture. Here in the Kindergarten room we looked at the Aboriginal flag and 
made our own as well as discussed what all the colours mean. We also 
looked at the traditional dance of the Aboriginal people called the shake-a-
leg dance. The children enjoyed participating in these activities and it al-
lowed them to engage with a different culture as well as develop a sense of 
diversity and appreciation for others.  
As you would be aware we have stopped getting beds out for the children 
in further preparation for school. As it is still such a big day for the children 
we have been using this time to encourage them to still rest their bodies by 
lying down on the floor or a mat and listening to stories on the smart board 
or CD player as well as listening to lovely relaxing music. Miss Renee has 
used this time to speak to the children about the importance of resting our 
bodies and what this looks and feels like. She has spoken to the children 
about how sitting, talking and moving our bodies in any way including talk-
ing uses energy and we need to spend a little bit of time resting our bodies 
fully to restore that energy. This rest time is just for a short period and is 
followed by some quiet activities at the table and or outside play time to 
break up the two-hour period. The children are loving not having to have a 
sleep of course! This time has given us more time to do follow up activities 
based on the day’s interests and focus individual attention to needs and 
children’s ideas as well as further develop important skills such as fine mo-
tor.  
As you can see we recently got new furniture to our room. This has been 
very exciting and a much-needed resource. WE have also received new 
educational resources which will continue to be added to the room over the next little 
while. The children have particularly been enjoying the reading corner couches as a 
space to just relax and put their feet up for a while as well as to read some books. 
Over the Centre’s rest period time now that there are no beds out for kind kids this 
has been a space used frequently. Miss Renee has often added some new books as 
well as big books to explore and spend time reading to small groups of children. This 
has allowed extra time to engage with literacy in meaningful ways and discuss with 
the children their favourite books and develop skills such as rhyming and pre-reading 
skill. The home corner has also gotten a much needed make over and the children 
are loving engaging with the new fruit. Since the new things have arrived we have been having daily 
conversations about how to look after the toys so that they stay nice and do not get lost. Continue to 
have these conversations at home as well to reinforce this message, partially as we will begin to intro-
duce more resources soon.  
The outdoor environment has been utilized greatly over the past few months as we have enjoyed the 
lovely sunshine and beautiful weather. Since we have used it more during the 12 – 2 period as well it 
has allowed time for just kindergarten class to be outside without the other groups. This is given us so 
many opportunities to engage with children one on one to explore the natural environment and teach 
them about lifecycles, plants and animals as well as do many physical activities. Ashton recently found 
some ants near a tree and many children came along and joined in finding, observing and catching the 
ants. This led to researching more about ants on the laptop to look at their life cycle. Hayden found a 
worm and collected it in a bucket and together with Eve, Isobel. H and McKenzie, we decided to find 
some left over fruit from the day before and feed it to the worm as we discussed what they eat and 
how to take care of it. The children are learning how to take care of the natural environment through 
these activities and interactions with the world around them. As a further activity, we brought the lap 
top outside and researched worms, their lifecycle, food and what they do. The boys Have been loving 
ball play of late. The play has included kicking, throwing and catching, playing soccer games, using 

the basketball hoop and throwing the ball onto the roof to try and make it go 
all the way over to the other side. This has involved trying many times to 
work out just how hard to throw it to make it go all the way over. The boys 
have been successful on many occasions and have now moved on to trying 
it on the sandpit cover. That’s all from the kindergarten room for now! 



 

The Schoolies Scoop! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

   

 

 

 

 

  

                                                     

Hello families and welcome to another edition of the schoolies 
scoop. In our last newsletter, the schoolies and I were engaged 
in our outdoor experiences project. Since then, we’ve been very 
busy! We commenced and concluded our sustainability project. 
Activities from this varied from revamping our old vegetable gar-
den into a fairy garden, learning all about compost and putting 
into practice every day through composting our fruit scraps and 
learning about recycling. We incorporated our respect and un-
derstanding for compost through our collaged poster of what we 
can and cannot compost and had a recycling play day where 
we used recycled materials to construct and create our own 
things. We also collaged a poster for what we can and cannot 
recycle. We even had a cleanup day where we collected rub-
bish from our community on the way to school in the mornings 
and on our way back to Little Ducks from school. 
Moving into a new term, we welcomed two new schoolies to 
before and after school care – Lucas and Gracie. It’s great to 
see them settle into Little Ducks so well and form friendships 
with the other schoolies. In the last weeks of July, we decided to 
do something different for fun and focused on a ‘Christmas in 
July’ theme where we made Christmas wish lists for Santa, lis-
tened to and sung along to some Christmas songs, baked 
Christmas shaped cookies, made some Christmas light chalk 
drawings and even transformed thongs into Christmas tree or-
naments! 
During the first week of August we celebrate Dental Health 
Week where we learn about the importance of Dental hygiene. 
We had a chat in the week leading up to this and learnt “I visit the dentist 
every 6 weeks.” Gemma said to her peers throughout our group discus-
sions. “And I brush my teeth every night before bed.” Lucas added. We 
are planning to follow on from this with toothbrush painting, collaging our 
healthy and unhealthy poster for our teeth and even doing an activity that 
helps us practice the motion of flossing our teeth! We will use green 
playdough to represent the germs and bacteria, the Duplo Lego block was 
our gums and the circle shapes on the block were our teeth. We needed 
to use the string – as our ‘floss’ – to get the “bacteria” out of our gums and 
teeth! During this experience, I will be teaching them all about the im-
portant reasons behind why we should also floss as well as brush our 
teeth. 
Based on the schoolies interests of general outdoor play and physical ac-

tivity, for August and September, we started to focus on completing the 

checklist from Nature Play QLD. We celebrated book week and incorpo-

rated our outdoor focus with the theme of book week 

“escape to everywhere” by our book focus being “Peter 

Pan.” We also celebrated National Science Week as the 

children and I discussed what we thought science was and 

completed many experiments, hypothesising ideas together. Moving forward, 

over the next two month we’ll be focusing on parent input from school holiday 

experiences and continuing on with the children’s interests and Nature Play. 

Thanks for reading. Until next time, Miss Bree. Xo 



 

 
 

Did you know? 
There are some new families around, so here’s some cool facts about us! 

Policy Reviews 

 

You can find copies of these policies available in the foyer in the policy review  
folder. We welcome any feedback you may have. 

 

We have a library! 
When you enter the building, you pass a beautiful display of books on the 
right. These books are a part of our centre’s library borrowing system. All you 
need is a library bag, and you can borrow two books at a time for up to two 
weeks. There are forms available for you to complete, letting us know which 
books you have taken and you can rate the book upon their return. 
 
We have extra-curricular activities available! 
Tuesday—Happy Feet Fitness 
Thursday—Billy’s Buddy’s and Supakidz 
Friday—Dancealong 
Please see me if you are interested in your child participating in a trial. 
 
Our family information area 
There is a range of pamphlets and flyers available in our centres foyer. This is 
where you can find referrals to local community services, information on 
healthy eating, breastfeeding, physical activity and development, as well as 
community programs for children. Please let me know if there is something 
you are looking for that isn’t available there so I can source it for you. 
 

We value your input and feedback so 
please refer to the Policy Review 
Folder in the foyer for more infor-
mation or to provide any comments 
or suggestions. The  policies/
procedures in review during July and 
August are:  
 Aboriginal, Torres Strait Island 

and cultural awareness 
 Access, equity and enrolment 
 Behaviour management and 

positive guidance 

 Biting management 
 Chemical storage and danger-

ous products 
 Cleaning and hygiene 
 Dental hygiene 
 Discrimination,  harassment, bul-

lying and occupational violence 
 Exclusion 
 Administering paracetamol 
 Harmful plants 
 Temperature 



 

 

 

Queensland Kindergarten’s 
A little about approved kindergarten programs 

Approved kindergarten programs are designed to meet gov-
ernment guidelines to support children's participation in quali-
ty early childhood education.  
 
They are offered in:  

 Kindergarten services  
 Long day care services (such as Little Ducks Birkdale)  
 Limited hours care services.  
 
An approved kindergarten program is:  

 Provided for children in the year before Prep (i.e. children 
who are 4 by 30 June in the year they start—see kindy 
age requirements) 

 Provided for 15 hours a week for 40 weeks, or 1 school 
year  

 Play based  
 Delivered by a qualified early childhood teacher  
 Non-compulsory.  
 Other Australian states or territories may call it ‘preschool’ 

or ‘kinder’.  
 
The play-based learning of an approved kindergarten program 
helps children:  
 Prepare for school  
 Develop a love of learning  
 Make friends  
 Develop skills useful for life.  
 

More information can be found at: 
https://www.qld.gov.au/education/earlychildhood/programs/  



 

 
 

5 Minutes with Miss Renee! 

 

How long have you worked at Little Ducks for? 
4 years 
 
What is your role at Little Ducks? 
I am one of the Early Childhood Teachers in the Kindergarten  
Program 
 
How many children do you have? 
I have three. Ella who is 3 years old and 16 month old twins, 
Zachary and Zoe 
 
Where were you born? 
Sydney, Australia 
 
What is your favourite colour? 
Yellow 
 
What’s your favourite movie? 
Matilda 
 
What do you like to do on weekends? 
Spend time with family and friends 
 
What is the best part of being a mum? 
The unconditional love they give, the cuddles and seeing them 
learn and grow! 
 
What is the best thing about being an  
educator? 
Seeing the children learn new skills and 
being a part of helping them grow and  
develop. I love building relationships with 
children and engaging in spontaneous play 
based experiences, furthering their  
learning through their interests 


